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FY06 Sponsored Program 
Research and Education: $81.3 Million
 GI@D8IP >F8C OF THE .AVAL 0OSTGRADUATE 3CHOOL 
RESEARCH  PROGRAM  IS  TO  PROVIDE  ECONOMICAL  RESEARCH  AND 
UNIQUE LABORATORY FACILITIES THAT ALLOW STUDENTS AND FACULTY TO 
SUPPORT .AVY$O$ NEEDS 7E OFFER INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT 
OF  PROPOSED  SOLUTIONS  TO  MILITARY  ISSUES  PRE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FY06 Naval Sponsored Program 



















































































































AND  SKILLS BACK  TO  THEIR  COMMUNITY  AND APPLY  THOSE  ABILITIES  TO  SOLVING  REAL 
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The Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center, San Diego, (SSC-San
Diego) sponsors a research fellowship program at the Naval
Postgraduate School.
Initiated in 1994, SSC-San Diego has provided 127 fellowships to NPS students. SSC-
San Diego’s motivation and proven benefits include:
• laying the groundwork for future technical and project management
assignments at SSC-SD
• fostering long-term professional associations with SCC-SD technical
personnel and management.
• promoting partnerships with NPS addressing SSC-SD research focus
areas.
Fellowship appointments are competitive based on:
• academic record
• career technical and management goals
• quality and relevance of proposed research initiatives.
Fellowship recipients receive a $10,000 stipend to apply towards their research, are
assigned a senior SSC-San Diego mentor, and have access to SSC-San Diego
laboratory and high performance computing resources.








Brian Whyte, SSC-SD mentor, with prototype
Outstanding Results: A Commonplace
Excerpt of letter to CO, SSC-San Diego…“I wanted to let
you know that the Field-Level Computer-Exploitation
Package project you sponsored last year as an NPS
fellowship turned out to be a real success. The students
have just finished a working prototype, and it is being used
successfully in Afghanistan and Iraq. Its goal was to
develop a portable, solid-state device capable of
interrogating a computer system for intelligence gathering.
Its desired end state was for personnel in the field to be
able to quick gather time-sensitive intelligence by
themselves, despite minimal computer and forensics
expertise, rather than having to send the computer back to
HQ, or even stateside. Kudos to LCDR Janowiak and LT
Arviso.”




Center for Survivability and Lethality
Goals of Survivability Discipline:
! The early identification and successful incorporation of specific survivability enhancement features that
increase the combat cost effectiveness of the aircraft as a weapon system.
! In circumstances where the damage will eventually lead to an aircraft kill, the survivability enhancement
features should allow a graceful degradation of system capabilities, giving the crew a chance to depart the
aircraft over friendly territory.
CDR Christopher Adams, USN
831-656-2682
caadams@nps.edu
Center of Survivability and Lethality









• Weapons & tactics, flight performance,
& crew training & proficiency
Vulnerability  Reduction
• Component elimination or replacement
• Component location
• Component redundancy (effectively
separated)
• Passive damage suppression







Enhance SOF capability by identifying key gaps and
deficiencies resulting from applications of advanced
technology, particularly network communications,
unmanned systems, and net-centric applications and






Office of the Dean of Research
Ft. Ord MOUT
U.S. Army
























Research Network Testbed Modeling and









Short and long-term technologies and operating concepts with a major focus on networks and
unmanned/autonomous systems
Deliverables
Quarterly Field Experiments Web Site After Action Reports
Technical Objective: Design and execute quarterly field experiments to obtain Measures of
Performance/Effectiveness for technologies and operators using the technologies
Technical Challenge: Conduct operationally relevant experiments that directly support Special
Operations Forces future requirements while simultaneously providing unique educational
opportunities for the postgraduate education of the nation’s military officers
Technical Approach: Quarterly field experiments of ~2 weeks duration. Individual experiments and
integrated systems in scenarios using operational forces
Unmanned/Autonomous Systems
Sweden, Austria, Singapore, Australia, Canada
NPS AUV Workbench
The NPS Autonomous Unmanned Vehicle (AUV) Workbench supports physics-based AUV modeling and
visualization of vehicle behavior and sensors in all mission phases. Animation based on vehicle-specific
hydrodynamics that can be configured to model arbitrary vehicles. Models defined in X3D that rely on
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) Protocol allow visualization across networks.
Virtual environment facilitates control algorithm development, control constant testing, mission generation








Open Map view with G.I.S. and
environmental data
Hundreds of Models Available in
SAVAGE Model Archive
Modeling and simulation for the Web, using an
open-source, standards-based set of tools for







Satellite Data Assimilation for
Naval Antisubmarine Warfare
Assess the benefit of assimilating satellite altimeter data for antisubmarine
warfare through determination of suggested presets for a Mk 48 variant torpedo
using the Modular Ocean Data Assimilation System (MODAS) with satellite data
and  the Weapon Acoustic Preset Program (WAPP).
 
This project is  funded by SPAWAR to enhance ASW capability using
satellite data.









Two different MODAS fields are calculated for the Weapon Acoustic Preset
Program (WAPP) to determine suggested presets for  Mk 48 variant torpedo. The
MODAS fields differ in that one uses altimeter data assimilated from three
satellites while the other uses no altimeter data. The difference in acoustic preset
leads to the value-added of assimilated satellite altimetry data.
LCDR Steven Mancini (USN), LT Guillermo Amezaga (USN), and LT Michael
Perry (USN) were working on the project for their master’s theses.




School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences
www.oc.nps.navy.mil/~chu
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A 3-Pronged Approach to Adaptive Security and
Separation in Reconfigurable Hardware
A key element of our isolation strategy is the use of a 
reconfigurable reference monitor to provide policy-driven 
memory protection. We have developed a memory 
protection mechanism capable of enforcing policies 
expressed as a formal language. A policy is a formal top-
level specification of the legal sharing of memory among 
cores. We have developed a compiler that translates a 
policy of legal sharing to a hardware description of a 
reference monitor that enforces the policy. The hardware 
description is then synthesized into reconfigurable logic, 
which are directly transferred onto an FPGA.  Testing has 
shown this approach to be efficient in terms of both 
processing time and space usage on the FPGA.
We are currently developing techniques to prevent the use 
of the internal states of the reference monitor as covert 
channels. Since any reference monitor is only as good as 
the policy it enforces, we are also developing tools for the 
analysis of candidate policies, and to make the process of 
expressing policies as precise and user-friendly as 
possible for embedded systems designers.
Protecting and Separating Memory: Hardware Reference Monitors
http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~sherwood/RCsec/
Blurring the line between software and hardware, reconfigurable devices strive to strike a balance between the raw high 
speed of custom silicon and the post-fabrication flexibility of programmable processors. This flexibility is a boon for 
embedded system developers, who can now rapidly prototype and deploy solutions that include a variety of ``soft IP 
cores'' from different third-party vendors, with performance approaching that of custom silicon designs.  However, in reality 
the various cores, which may share external resources such as memory,  can possess divergent levels of trustworthiness 
and be provided by mutually suspicious vendors. The problem is that, unlike traditional software where resources are 
managed by an operating system, soft IP cores in reconfigurable devices necessarily have direct, fine grain control over 
the underlying hardware, and can intercept or even interfere with the operation of one another. We address this problem 
with a set of novel security primitives and the complementary use of both static and dynamic techniques for isolation of 
cores. 
Isolation is imperative to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the data stored in 
an IP core.  One of the goals of the RCSec Project is to support physical isolation of 
cores on reconfigurable hardware such as FPGAs.  The robust routing structure and 
ease of reconfigurability on FPGAs makes isolation difficult.  To achieve isolation, we 
propose a solution where each core is surrounded by a "moat" - an area that 
contains no logic. This ensures that the cores are physically isolated. However the 
cores must communicate amongst each other and with external peripherals. 
"Drawbridges" are a precisely defined communication path that cross the moats 
allowing the cores to communicate. We are developing a tool which allows us to 
check the bitstream of a design and verify that the moats are only crossed by 
specified drawbridges. Moats and Drawbridges allow for us to isolate the cores 
providing integrity and confidentiality of their data. 
Physical Isolation: Moats and Drawbridges
The RCsec project is developing a comprehensive computer security ontology specific to dynamic security policies and mechanisms.  While previous efforts 
have defined hierarchies and semantics for various aspects of computer security at a high level, the actual ontology implementations have not been thorough, 
and none have focused on the properties or unique problems of dynamic security policies.  Our ontology will incorporate the characteristics of existing policies 
and models of dynamic security.  From that base, we hope to identify any missing elements, as well as to extrapolate logical extensions, to provide a robust 
foundation for dynamic security research.  The RCsec ontology will then support the development of an adaptive security policy model for representing the 
control and management of reconfigurable hardware.  We also plan to extend the ontology with a new framework for representing security policy decisions, to 
support investigation of problems such as the dynamic interaction of MLS rules with information flow control, and the return of a system to a previous secure 
state.
Dynamic Policy Enforcement: An Ontology for Dynamic Security Policies
Core A Core B
small FPGA design with 2 cores one set of logic blocks and
associated routing








































































































Isolation Option 1:  Physically Separate Cores





























• Improvement of flexibility of large projects.
• Prevention of schedule delays, reduced costs, more predictable schedules,
   and better attainment of customer commitments.
• Reusable methodology across development teams, applications, projects and
   organizations.
Sponsor: Naval Air Warfare Center
Computer Science Department






• High rate of failed software development projects because of the lack of
   accurate risk-assessment methodologies at early stages of the lifecycle.
• Lack of risk models based on formal specifications of project and system
   requirements at the architectural level.
Objective
• Development of a quantitative risk-assessment engine
   based on formal metric models of project and system
   properties.
• Integration into a documentation driven-development
   framework.
 Department of Defense Analysis
Special Operations/Irregular Warfare
Objective





Department of Defense Analysis




The USSOCOM-sponsored Special Operations/Irregular Warfare curriculum is a focused course of
instruction in irregular warfare, sub-state conflict, terrorism and counterterrorism, information
operations, and other high-leverage operations in US defense and foreign policy. The core program
also provides every student with a strong background in strategic analysis, decision modeling,
organization theory and formal analytical methods. The capstone of this 18-month, one-of-a-kind
graduate program is production of a thesis that answers real-world requirements in support of US
defense.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ANALYSIS
6
Program Core:
The History of Special Operations
Seminar in Guerrilla Warfare
Organizational Design for Special Operations
Modeling for Military Decisionmaking, I & II
Deterrence, Compellence, and Crisis Management
Warfare in the Information Age
Models of Conflict
Anthropology of Conflict
Strategic Decisionmaking for Irregular Warfare
Regional Seminar in Terrorism and Sub-State Conflict*
Critical Thinking and Ethical Decisionmaking
• Program confers a M.S. in Defense Analysis (w/ Specialty Track)









National Security Affairs 
(Stability/Reconstruction)
National Security Affairs        
(Regional Studies)
•Student selects one of five regional seminars: Far East, South Asia, Latin America, Middle East, Europe and the Transcaucasus.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ANALYSIS
3
BUILDING HUMAN CAPITAL
• Our goal:  “Train for certainty, educate for uncertainty”
General P. Schoomaker, CINCSOC, 1997
• We have accomplished this by building a program that
is designed to enhance the student’s ability to:
- Think more clearly, creatively, and analytically
- Avoid the pitfalls of “conventional wisdoms”
- Find and use evidence to advance an argument
- Employ a broad range of analytical and theoretical 
tools to improve operational effectiveness
- Innovate and adapt in the face of uncertainty
• This means a better commander, planner, operator
Research
Established in 1997, the department-associated Center for Terrorism and Irregular Warfare
provides unequalled expertise in operationally relevant interdisciplinary research focused on
SOF and irregular warfare. Projects include manhunting (SOCOM), the future of human
intelligence (OSD), the future of terrorism (SOCOM), war of ideas and the GWOT (ICW DoD’s IO





This project aims to develop an adaptive construct that allows
iterative assessment and engagement of the factors influencing
insurgent conflict in Sudan.
Questions:
• How to objectively quantify an insurgency (development and progress)?
• Can common imperatives be derived and applied? How do aspects differ?
• Can analysis be operationalized to allow assessment and engagement?
Data Collection – Empirical / Qualitative
Contextual Assessment
Dynamic Modeling / Network Analysis
Results Correlation / Validation
Develop Imperatives / Derive COAs
ASC
Defense Analysis Department
Graduate School of Operational and
Information Sciences
MAJ Pat Colloton, USA ptcollot@nps.edu
MAJ Ben Maitre, USAF brmaitre@nps.edu
MAJ Tom Stoner, USA testoner@nps.edu
Importance
Insurgencies defy conventional theories of military engagement in that numerical strength of opposing factions misleads as to their
resiliency. The further an insurgency is reduced, the more difficult is defeat; whereas the greater the numerical defeat of a military, the
weaker it becomes. It is difficult to quantify the strength of opposing factions, let alone predict outcome of an insurgent conflict.
Coupled with attendant political, economic, and cultural factors, deriving clear implications for U.S. engagement options becomes








ADAPTIVE SECURITY CONSTRUCT (ASC)
Root aspects of sociopolitical
crisis in Sudan
Regional effects of Sudan in
the Horn of Africa
Conditions allowing Sudan to
become a haven for terrorists
and criminals
r---------~---------~ 



















Graduate School of Operational
and Information Sciences www.nps.edu
Common Operational Research Environment (CORE)
The NPS CORE Lab provides a secure computing platform for the purpose of
researching intelligence and operational problems related to low-intensity conflict
environments. The system is comprised of geographic-information systems (GIS)
and social-network analysis (SNA) software, which enable the fusion of all types of
common baseline data with problem specific data. Current focus: Afghanistan, Iraq.
 Information Diffusion
Spread of ideas and information
- Depict “lines of communication”
- Observe negative feedback areas
- Identify key villages nodes
- Focus collection and EBO
 Tracking & Targeting
Narrowing the search space
- Incident patterns and trends
- Threat patterns of innovation
- Target tracking and patterns
- Sympathetic tribal safe havens
Cultural Geography
Mapping the “human terrain”
- Identify tribal domains




Who’s who in the zoo?
- Social & organizational networks
- Sympathetic tribal connections






• MAP HT – Mapping the “human terrain” provides a spatial framework for integrating cultural
data for the analysis of low-intensity conflict environments. DA Dept., FMSO, NGA, SOCOM
• Information Diffusion – Student thesis exploring the flow and effects of information and ideas
through community based communication networks. OR & DA Depts., LLNL
• IED Patterns and Innovation – Coursework and student thesis to identify the spatial-temporal
patterns of IED incidents in Iraq. OR & DA Depts., JIEDDO, DDGO
• Dark Networks – Coursework and student projects which explore the utility of Social Network
Analysis methodologies and tools to understand networked threats. DA Dept.
• Manhunting – Student thesis to develop analytical and operational search strategies to find, tag,
track and locate fugitives of national interest. DA Dept., SOCOM, IC, and LEAs
Note: Most of these projects were initially sponsored by the DDGO-Night Fist Program
... . 
.. ... 
Counter–  Radio-Controlled, Improvised,
Explosive-Device (RC-IED) Research
Project description:
A Marine Corps Systems
Command sponsored research




hardware in order to provide





Technical Objective: Design, build, and test a counter-RC-IED system capable of defeating specified
threats with a high degree of success to be considered for future integration into Marine Corps ground
electronic attack systems.
Technology Challenge: RC-IED systems operate at a wide range of frequencies, power levels, and
transmission schemes, making the design of an effective defensive system complex.
Technical Approaches: Specially designed receiver technology coupled with unique digital signal
processing hardware provides a means to effectively counter RC-IED detonation.
Cost and Schedule:
Initial funding provided by MARCORSYSCOM for design, construction, and
testing of single channel system to be completed by Fall ’06. Follow-on funding
required for multi-channel system construction and testing.
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering











" Vessel-tracking systems (USCG, etc.)
! HUMINT
! IMIN
NPS is uniquely suited to help with the evaluation of elements of this process.
www.nps.edu
MDA FUSION EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
Sun Blade 1500 W/S
Gale Lite Server






Ocean Watch Web 
Scraper























Operational Payoff: Automatic tracking of all “large” shipping so that
• Anomalous behavior can be detected
• When a ship is declared to be of “high interest,” her history can quickly be determined.
Deliverables: Fourteen theses and technical reports since 1999
Partners:
NRO, prior/current funding
LMCO Orincon, Multi-Hypothesis Tracker
SRI, Oceanwatch




• Space-systems operations (SS4051) and JC4I-systems students (CC4913) have conducted
architectural studies for the global MDA/MDP/MS problem
• Role-based access control, Cloud tracks, etc.
Computer Science Department
Meteorology Department
Graduate School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences
Space Systems Academic Group
Space Systems Academic Group:
Prof. Tom Betterton, tcbetter@nps.edu
Prof. Dan Boger, dboger@nps.edu
Prof. Hersch Loomis, hloomis@nps.edu
Prof. Alan Ross, aross@nps.edu
Computer Science Department:
Prof. Bret Michael, bmichael@nps.edu
Meteorology Department:
Prof. Phil Durke, pdurke@nps.edu
Wirelessly Networked Integrated 
Digital Phased Array
Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering 
and Applied Sciences www.nps.edu
Operational Payoff/Transition Targets:
For future ship and aircraft applications, the array elements can be distributed and 
integrated into the platform. The result is a low cost, low observable, reconfigurable, 
survivable, high performance digital phased array for communications, radar and 
electronic warfare systems.  
Deliverables:
A demonstration array will be completed in late 2006.  Off-the-shelf hardware is 
being used to construct the array, which will operate in the frequency range of 
800 MHz to 2.5 GHz. 
Technical Objective:  Perform a design and simulation of the antenna system to 
determine its performance and the hardware requirements.  Demonstrate critical concepts 
and technologies.
Technology Challenge:  The significant challenges include wireless distribution of timing 
and phase synchronization (LO) signals to all of the elements. COTS hardware has been 
used to demonstrate the synchronization algorithm.  A T/R module design was completed 
and a prototype is in development. 
Technical Approaches:  A series of hardware demonstrations have been planned to verify 
the antenna design.  A small prototyped array is scheduled for completion in late 2006.
Contact Information
Prof. D. C. Jenn
jenn@nps.edu
Project Objective
The wirelessly networked digital phased array is a distributed array architecture that 
incorporates transmit-receive (T/R) modules at each element.  They have no 
hardwire connections – the traditional beamforming circuitry is replaced with a 
wireless network.  This program has demonstrated some of the critical technologies 




Cost and Schedule: 























Azimuth cut, 15 deg elevation
1200 total elements


























(red x’s) are 
integrated into the 
ship structure
Business Case Analysis of Joint and Advanced
Concept Technology Demonstrations
OSD-funded research to provide credible business case analyses
(BCAs) for specific advanced concept technology demonstrations






Department of Operations Research





Student Theses and MBA Projects
USN: CDRs Rieck & Crosby; LTs Cornes, Goodson, Kratzer, Knudson, Rios, Ryan, Sego
USMC: Maj Garretty
USAF: MAJ Bello, Capt Carpenter
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• Provide interdisciplinary studies of multiplatform sensor-unmanned vehicle-
decision maker self-organizing networks; tactical network integration with
Global Information Grid, collaborative technologies, situational-awareness
systems, and multi-agent architectures.
• Integrate and operate NPS-SOCOM Tactical Network Topology and






Graduate School of Operational and
Information Sciences



































• Wireless Network Technologies
• Agile, Adaptive Networks
• Ship-to-Shore links for exfiltration
• of data to reach-back centers (802.16, 802.20,
VPN-Internet/Satellite)
• Ship self-forming network based on ITT
 mesh solution
• Robust comms at 1.5-4km
• Ultra-wide band communication from
 within vessel or structure












UAV video at Camp Roberts
 viewed at NPS NOC
CENETIX- TNT plug-and-play sensor-unmanned vehicle-decision










































CENETIX Projects Research Areas
• Agile, Adaptive Tactical
 Networks with long-haul
 reach-back; ground,
 airborne, ship, underwater
• Collaborative technologies
• Integration with GIG-EF and
GIG-BE
• Shared situational awareness
• Network-aware sensor grid
• Network-controlled UAVs
• Mesh networks
• Wireless and airborne network
modeling
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Valuable Information
at the Right Time (VIRT)
Contact Information:
Department of Information Sciences
Graduate School of Operations and Information Sciences
www.W2COG.org
Project Objective
Construct and analyze combat mission threads to elucidate the valuable information
required by the warfighter in order to architect a VIRT-enabled service to enhance
situational awareness, minimize bandwidth, and foster mission success
Problem Addressed
 Bandwidth is not free and will never satisfy the communication requirements of proliferating networked
battlefield systems and sensors.
 Info-Glut1: Technology-generated information exceeds the human capacity to process it.
 Standardization of meta-data does not address the context of the information.
Proposed Solution
• Architect all future DoD software dependent systems with VIRT2 principles. This will ensure high-value
(relevant, timely, contextual) bits are delivered to the tactical end user and low-value bits are filtered out.
• Continue to develop/refine mission threads to deepen understanding of the Bit Value Chain and operators’
information needs to develop the software architecture that delivers information superiority to network
centric operations.
Dr. Rick Hayes-Roth, fahayesr@nps.ed
LtCol Carl Oros, USMC, cloros@nps.edu
Helicopter Mission Thread
Where the digital rubber               meets the
road!
•A viable NCW solution must address the warfighter below 1,000’,
AKA, the disadvantaged tactical end user
Creating a Network Centric Software Architecture Based on the Info-Needs of the Warfighter
Ground Mission Thread
Valuable Information
• Determined by the end user or
information consumer
• Must be relevant to the information
requirement (Conditions of Interest)
• Enabled through a Model Based
Communication Network with VIRT
services & Smart Push
1: Dr. Peter J. Denning, Communications of the ACM, Jul 2006, Vol. 49, No. 7
2. Dr. Rick Hayes-Roth, Model Based Communication Networks and VIRT: Filtering Information by Value to Improve
Collaborative Decision-Making
Architecting distributed information awareness












Use KVA methodology to estimate return on investment (ROI) for the Cryptologic Carry Onboard
Program (CCOP) sigint systems. Research sponsored by OPNAV N20 and SPAWAR
Goals:
• Real-time ROI performance information to help allocate investments in CCOPs for future
deployments
• Real-time metrics tool for decision makers at N2/IWC/CRCs, etc.
Process:
• Use time-to-learn data as surrogate for common unit of output metric for each CCOP
system and operator, then use business comps as revenue surrogate to estimate value of
aggregated output – intel report (i.e., KL)
• Use GaussSoft performance accounting tools to model 18-month deployment of USS
Gonzales (DDG-66), manning data for three SSES crews.
• Deployment will be broken in stages (transit, in-port, on-sta, etc) to weight Intel reporting
(KL’s) volume.
Using Knowledge-Value-Added for Evaluating




Department of Information Sciences
Graduate School of Operational and
Information Sciences











































Department of Information Sciences





•Data (6 – 54 Mbps)
•CHAT





USMC DDACT (ITT Mesh
Card)
Modular Computer Corp.




Equip a DO Platoon with wireless mesh and 802.16 long haul technologies and
investigate the potential for tactical wireless networking at the company level and below
“An evolving concept that seeks to maximize the Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) commander’s
ability to employ tactical units across the depth and breadth of a nonlinear battlespace, in order to achieve
favorable intelligence-driven engagements as part of the Joint Force Commander’s overall campaign. “
– Marine Corps Warfighting Lab, Jan 05
Distributed Operations (DO)
Research Plan
• Integrate wireless testing with the quarterly NPS-SOCOM
sponsored Cooperative Field Research Program’s Tactical
Network Topology (TNT) experiments at Camp Roberts ANG
base, near Paso Robles, CA
• Test COTS & emerging wireless and broadband back-
haul technologies in a simulated tactical environment
for potential incorporation into future DO platoon T/E
Deliverables
Provide student theses and technology recommendations to
MCWL and integrate testing with Sea Viking 08 experiment plan
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Mathematical Studies of Nematic
Liquid-Crystal Polymers
Purpose
• Understand the fundamental theories for nematic liquid-crystal polymers
• Provide insights to achieve desired properties of macromolecular materials
Department of Applied Mathematics










Recent research based on two major theories:
Doi-Hess kinetic theory and Doi tensor model
•Apply multi-scale analysis to study the dynamic behavior of nematic liquid-crystal polymers under weak shear
•Apply multi-scale analysis to investigate elongational perturbations on the weak shear behavior of nematic liquid-
crystal polymers
•Use classical analysis to characterize the equilibria of pure nematics and extended (dipolar) nematics
•Solve the Doi-Marrucci-Greco tensor model numerically to explore anchoring-induced texture structure with full
coupling of flow field and orientational structure
    Our main studies on
nematic liquid-crystal
polymers:
1. Zhou et al. Nonlinearity, 18
(2005)
2. Zhou et al. Nonlinearity, 20
(2007)






•High-strength fibers (airbags that
cushioned the landing
 of NASA’s highly successful
missions to Mars)
•Barrier layers in multi-layer films
•Potential uses: chromatography
and smart fluids for brakes and
clutches
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Liquid-Fueled Pulse-Detonation
 Engine (PDE) Development
Christopher Brophy, Ph.D.
cmbrophy@nps.edu
Department of Mechanical and
Astronautical Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences
For nearly all combustion-driven propulsion systems, the largest entropy rise in the
thermodynamic cycle is during the combustion process. Detonation-based combustion results in
a 20-30% improvement in thermodynamic efficiency over conventional deflagration-based
systems.
Conditions required to support a steady-state detonation wave often possess high irreversibilities
associated with delivering those conditions to a combustor. A transient mode of combustion must
be utilized to realize the benefits of detonation-based heat release. By using pulse-detonation
combustion, we should be able to extract more work for propulsive means in a pure or hybrid
PDE system.
PDE Design Parameters
! Per ONR: May not use auxiliary oxygen on any future
expendable platform
! Per ONR: Develop an alternative approach to support the
rapid and reliable initiation of the fuel/air mixtures.
! May be operated from Mach 0 to 4.
! May be valved, valveless, or a hybrid system.
! Frequencies greater than »60 Hz per tube are required to
produce practical thrust levels.




• Operates on ethylene, propane, or JP-10 fuels.
• Ignition process utilizes a Transient Plasma Ignition system
developed at USC and evaluated at NPS.
• Initiator operated up to 100 Hz and main combustor to 50 Hz
without failure.
Views above: NPS Valveless PDE Design and
Operation of Initiator Unit at 100 Hz
Status
As the ONR propulsion program invests in PDE technology, NPS’s rocket lab has developed enabling
technologies for these systems, specifically in ignition/initiation techniques, two-phase fueling
requirements, and high-fidelity performance measurements. The next step is to design and operate a
dual-tube system with JP-10 at 80Hz and investigate operational characteristics which may be
beneficial for a Mach 4 tactical weapon system.
Pratt and Whitney’s Rotary
Valve Design
NPS Valveless Design General Electric’s
Hybrid Concept
-_c-






Missile Technology and Design
NPS’s Department of Mechanical and Astronautical Engineering offers a tactical or strategic
missile-systems engineering track within the master’s degree in mechanical engineering,
with electives in areas of specialty.
Missile-track courses are completed within a year and cover
critical technology related to analysis, design, fabrication, and operation.
Primary courses:
• Missile Aerodynamics (Winter)
• Missile Guidance and Control (Spring)
• Advanced Missile Propulsion (Summer)




• Physics of Weapon Effects
• Combat Survivability and System-Safety Engineering
• Navigation, Missile, and Avionic Systems
• Hypersonics
Eligibility:
• U.S. military, all services
• DoD civilians from Army, Navy, Air Force labs and program
officers, agencies such as MDA, DTRA, etc.
• Industry–employees of prime contractors such as Raytheon,
 Lockheed-Martin, Boeing
• International military officers and civilians (tactical only)
Faculty:
The faculty is predominantly civilian, almost all with doctorates.  About 10% are senior military
officers who, along with students, bring operational and combat experience to the program. Federal
agencies and defense organizations (e.g., NASA, NRO, and National Security Agency) and defense
contractors sponsor academic chair professorships.
Facilities:
NPS’s advanced research facilities support rocket and missile propulsion, guidance and control,
warhead physics, combat systems, electronic warfare, electro-optics, MEMS sensors, and other
areas pertaining to missile technology. These laboratories are available for thesis research and joint
and cooperative projects between NPS and other service and agency laboratories, as well as
cooperative research and development agreements with industry.
Christopher Brophy, cmbrophy@nps.edu
Anthony Healey, healey@nps.edu
Department of Mechanical and Astronautical
Engineering




Computation and Systems Identification
Fast reanalysis procedures for large-scale structural dynamics
• Structural-dynamics-simulations models continue to grow in size, with millions of degrees of freedom becoming
common.
• Design optimization to meet requirements such as weight, cost, survivability requires that simulation models be
run many times—expensive and time consuming.
• Structural synthesis procedures have been developed that address the need to perform rapid reanalysis for
dynamic response.
• Both frequency and time domain methods for structural synthesis:
– Analyses that are independent of model size (implicit, exact model reduction)
– Ability to incorporate frequency and time dependencies
– Ability to incorporate local nonlinearities
– Ability to synthesize stress directly
Artificial boundary conditions for structural system identification
• Identify modal parameters for structural system under a large number of distinct “artificial” boundary
conditions (computationally identified, not physically applied)
• Provides additional equations for sensitivity-based system ID/model updating
= !
x
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Element 1677 Von Mises Stress







Element 8571 Von Mises Stress







Element 24873 Von Mises Stress
NASTRAN
Synthesis
Prof. Joshua H. Gordis
jgordis@nps.edu
Department of Mechanical  and Astronautical
Engineering






RORO Ramp Structural Integrity:
Modeling, Simulation and Motion Compensation
RORO ramps are subject to severe loading, due to vehicle loading and the wave-induced relative
motions between ships and landing platforms. This loading has limited the use of RORO ramps to
Sea State 2 and below.
Analysis and simulation of the coupled hydrodynamic-structural system has revealed the limiting
loading (sea state and vehicle loading), and has enabled the design and validation of motion-
compensation systems.
Prof. Joshua H. Gordis
jgordis@nps.edu
Prof. Fotis A. Papoulias
papoulias@nps.edu
Department of Mechanical and
Astronautical Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences
Motion compensation system dramatically
reduces ramp stresses under combined loading





Cape T Stern Ramp
Two Tanks – Offset at Mid-Span
30 Ton Support per Arm
Littoral Combat Ship: Mission System Launch and
Recovery: Hydrodynamics & Multibody Dynamics
The launch and recovery of mission systems (RMV, ADS, RHIB) is complicated by the wave-
induced motions of the ship, and the resulting pendulous motions of the cable-suspended mission
systems.
Capabilities leveraged:
• Frequency & time domain hydrodynamic
modeling
• Structural synthesis for large model analysis
•Frequency and time domain
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Determination of Blade Structural
Damping in Vacuum Spin Tests
Overview
The National High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) Science and Technology Program began in 1994 as an
effort to eliminate HCF as a cause of engine failure. The program is directed by an Air Force-led
steering committee consisting of representatives from the Air Force, the Navy, the Army, and
NASA, along with an adjunct industrial advisory panel.
The HCF S&T Program supports the Integrated, High-Performance Turbine-Engine Technology
(IHPTET) Program, with the goal of reducing engine-maintenance costs. The spin pit at NPS is the
designated Navy Research spin pit, wherein engine-size test articles (compressor and turbine
rotors) are tested. Blade-excitation techniques and unsteady strain-response measurements have
been pioneered in this rig and adopted by the spin pits at NAWCAD, Patuxent River.
Current Research at NPS
! We are conducting damping-effectiveness and HCF durability spin tests
of blade damping concepts for engine rotors.
• Previous experimentation: Stick dampers (turbine - Pratt & Whitney), 
VED (fan - Rolls Royce)
• Current: Hard coating, air film
! We are also reaching better understanding
and improvement of test techniques:
 • Design for the required
vibratory strains
 • HCF test – 107 cycles on




Department of Mechanical and
Astronautical Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences
www.nps.edu
Probe 1: Runs 195, 196, 197, 198






























Probe 1, str11,13,14 Linear (Probe 1, str11,13,14)
Strain-Gauge Resonance Laser-Light Probe Resonance Calibration: Light Probe vs. Strain










Feasibility Study of Flapping Wing
Propulsion on High-Speed Vessels
Dr. Kevin D. Jones
jones@nps.edu
Department of Mechanical and
Astronautical Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering
and Applied Sciences
Modern high-speed vessels such as the Incat HSV-2 Swift, shown
below, use inboard impeller systems with a wave-piercing, catamaran-
hull design to achieve speeds of 40 knots or more in heavy seas.



































Wartsila Lips Jet performance for the Swift
Previous research that led to the
development of the NPS flapping-
wing Micro Air Vehicle showed that a
biplane pair of flapping wings
produced thrust more efficiently than
conventional propulsion devices.
In this study the same concept is
applied to the Swift, replacing the
four Lips Jets with a pair of flapping
wings spanning the 16 meter gap
between the hulls.
Using unsteady panel and Navier-
Stokes solvers, it is shown that the
flapping wings can operate with a
much higher efficiency, allowing for
greater endurance and higher
speeds. The plots to the right include
predictions for wings with several
chord lengths.
Future work will look at mechanical
losses and free-surface effects not
included in this preliminary study.
NPS flapping-wing Micro Air Vehicle
Predicted performance of the flapping wings
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UAV Lab/Prof Baer :
Single Picture to Warfighter
Wolf Baer baer@nps.edu
Isaac I.Kaminer kaminer@nps.edu




Department of Mechanical and
Astronautical Engineering
Develop a single situational awareness picture to warfighter by using
a single geo-referenced database that integrates video streams from
multiple UAVs
Geo-referenced database: Perspective View Nascent Technologies (PVNT)
+ -
An Image calculated 
from the HR database 
as it would be taken 
from given GPS 
position and with known 
LOS attitude
Time stamped LOS 
telemetry and real- time 
imagery from UAV
Target geolocation with 
accuracy limited by 






Video and Telemetry Video and Telemetry






• Two UAVs looking at the same point






• UAV 1 looks at the surrounding
area 
• UAV 2 - looks ahead
PVNT provides coordinates
of the points on the ground 
and controls the camera
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UAV Lab: Time-Coordinated Control
of Small UAVs
Multiple UAVs must follow a prescribed path in the sky while






Department of Mechanical and Astronautical
Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering & Applied
Sciences www.nps.edu






















i) Real-time path planning: generate feasible deconflicted
trajectories
ii)Path following: use onboard autopilot augmented using robust
adaptation to coordinate these trajectories












































i) ii) and iii)
CAN   Bus
6DOF nonlinear
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Target Tracking for Small UAVs
The system performs autonomous vision-only tracking of a
moving target, while simultaneously estimating GPS
coordinates, speed, and heading of the target.
Isaac I. Kaminer, kaminer@nps.edu
Vladimir N. Dobrokhodov, vldobr@nps.edu
Kevin D. Jones, jones@nps.edu
Department of Mechanical and
Astronautical Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences www.nps.edu
A low cost, off-the-shelf system is utilized (<$10K), with a modified radio controlled aircraft
airframe, gas engine and servos. Tracking is enabled using a low-cost, miniature pan-tilt
gimbal.
The control algorithm provides rapid target acquisition and coordinated gimbal–UAV tracking capability.
A target-motion estimator was designed and shown in multiple flight tests to provide reasonable (10-15














Network Control of Small UAVs
Object:
To provide the warfighter with seamless control of a UAV asset, using a
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Center for AUV Research
Project Description
 NPS ARIES (Acoustic Radio Interactive Exploratory Server) is used for
development of computer architecture, software, sensors, and navigational
hardware for small- to medium-sized autonomous systems. Most recently it has
been used for testing a blazed-array forward- looking sonar for development of
obstacle-avoidance algorithms.
Recent Technical Objective: Direct a UUV to avoid objects in the water column that represent
impediments to forward progress.
Challenge: Demonstrate a full closed-loop response of obstacle detection, declaration, and vehicle
response.
Accomplishment: During AUV FEST 2006, we demonstrated the first working obstacle-avoidance
system using the forward-looking sonar.
Forward-Looking Sonar (FLS) Detecting a
Sunken Barge.
Mechanical and Astronautical Engineering









NPS ARIES preparing for deployment into Monterey bay
Focus Areas:
• Navigation, control, and communication
• Multi-autonomous vehicle experimentation
• Multi-vehicle operations
• Acoustic modem comms for UUVs while 
underway
• Obstacle-avoidance behaviors using 
blazed-array forward-looking sonar
Blazed-Array Forward-Looking Sonar:
• Max Range 80m
• Update Rate Up to 2Hz
• Swath Width 45º
• Beam Width 1º x 15º
• Operating Frequency 450kHz
Marine Coating Nonuniformities:
Impact on Gas-Turbine Performance
Motivation: The Navy uses coatings on compressor airfoils to protect them from
the harsh marine environment. Coating nonuniformity in the leading edge can
adversely impact starting time and fuel efficiency on warship engines.
Objective: Determine acceptable limits for coating nonuniformity and methods to
coat within these limits.
Summary of results: “Paint” accumulates (“fat edge”) at corners. Numerical
simulations (CFD) indicate degraded performance above nonuniformity
parameter of K=0.25
Thesis Student: CDR Michael E. Elmstrom, USN




































Department of Mechanical and
Astronautical Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences
The figure at left shows a uniform coating on the leading edge; at right, a nonuniform leading-edge coating. Numerical
simulations indicate nonuniform coatings create laminar-separation bubbles at about 1% chord with turbulent
reattachment. The turbulent kinetic energy is shown (which is an indicator of skin friction) and it can be seen that the
boundary layer on the right trips sooner and becomes thicker near the trailing edge. This higher skin friction reduces
efficiency.
Ship-Shock Trial Modeling and Simulation
Project Objective




Our goal at the NPS Shock and Vibration Computational Laboratory
(SVCL) is the continued development and validation of modeling and
simulation capabilities that focus on the improved survivability of
ships subjected to underwater
explosions.
SHOCK RESPONSE PREDICTIONS
        Modeling & Simulation results have been verified
 against live fire test data from ship shock trials
  Ship-Shock Trial Modeling & 
  Simulation Projects:
DDG 53 & DDG 81
LPD 17 Class
DD(X) ! Scale Model
LCS 1 & LCS 2
UNDERWATER EXPLOSION RESEARCH
• Ship Structural Response
• Equipment Survivability
• Crewmember Safety
Characterization of Damage Potential 




Graduate School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences
  Improved Ship Survivability Assessment Through Simulation 
The use of finite element method ship models allows the SVCL to accurately predict 
the dynamic response of the entire ship system subjected to an underwater explosion 
event.  By doing this in a “simulated environment” there are many real life benefits. 
These include:
• Significant Added Value to Planned Full Ship Shock Trials Conducted at Sea
• Potential to Refocus Limited Live-fire Resources to Meet Emerging Threats 
• Removes the Inherent Risk to the Ship Structure, Equipment and Crew 
• Eliminates Environmental Issues Associated with Physical Testing 
• Provides Greater Diversity in Explosive Shot Geometry Scenarios 
• Alleviates Impact on the Ship’s Operational Schedule 
• Mitigates Cost Expenditures for Evolving Designs
1s t Node Away
DAA Boundary
• 
Impacts on Rf/EO Sensors
and Submarine Operations
Submarine operations require knowledge of EM/EO transmission from the object
to sensor for both counter-detection vulnerabilities and information operations.
Estimating atmosphere properties influencing those transmissions has to be part
of operational development.  Field-study-based model development provides
approaches for estimating transmission impacting atmosphere properties








Graduate School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences
NPS model has <3 dB mean
prop  loss errors in
unstable conditions (Tair <












estimation with bulk models
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Meteorological and Oceanographic






Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Sponsors: ONR & SPAWAR
http://wx.met.nps.navy.mil/metrics/metrics_reports.html
Goals
1. Develop and transition to operational use systems for:
a. quantifying METOC performance and impacts on warfighting customer operations
b. modeling & predicting impacts of METOC support on war fighting operations
2. Identify methods for improving:
a. quality and efficiency of METOC support
b. use of METOC products by warfighting customers
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In support of the LCS program, to determine the influence of high-speed-vessel motion on human
performance, safety, and health
! Vessel-motion measurement
! Motion-sickness incidence (MSI)
! Motion-induced interruptions (MII) (biomechanics => posture, locomotion and tasks)
! Identify problematic tasks and activities
! Contribute to operational envelopes
Michael E. McCauley, PhD
memccaul@nps.edu





Graduate School of Operational and
Information Sciences
Unadapted USMC reservists from Utah:
18-hr exposure to 8-10’ seas
Benchijigua ExpressGD LCS





































• Evidence of risk regarding human performance
• An “envelope” for acceptable performance (reduced risk) needs to be refined in terms of ship’s speed,       
relative heading, and sea state
• High-speed ship design should include features to mitigate motion effects on humans.
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MS in Human Systems Integration
Human Systems Integration (HSI) emphasizes human considerations
as a priority in systems design and acquisition, to reduce lifecycle costs
and improve total system performance.



























•Note: Students receive DAWIA Level II
 and DoD Test and Evaluation certificates.
• Behavioral recording and analysis in laboratory
   and field settings
• Individual measurements of sleep quantity
   and quality
• Head and eye tracking; gaze analysis
• Gait and postural-sway analysis
• Anthropometric and biomechanical
   measurement
• Team-performance laboratory






Laboratory for recording and
analyzing human behavior
Gait and postural analysis
Field-portable behavioral
capture equipment
Training in Virtual Environments
Tomahawk Land-Attack Predesignation
Goal: Help a Tomahawk Strike Coordinator to make consistent, repeatable, sound
decisions to:
- Assign platforms to missions
- Allocate missiles to missions
- Avoid and/or resolve time conflicts
- Efficiently utilize missile inventories
Sponsors: NSWC, Dahlgren Division, and ONR
With the help of a number of naval-officer thesis students,
we have developed sophisticated tools that recommend an 
optimal allocation of a mission set to platforms.
The Tomahawk Strike Coordinator can rank the criteria on which 
these decisions are based, such as maximizing follow-on salvo,
leveling missile loadouts across platforms, minimizing
wet tubes on SSGNs, etc.  
A version of this system is currently in use by our fleet.  
Newer versions are in development.
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Non-Lethal Capabilities in a
Maritime Environment
PURPOSE:
The attack on the USS Cole within a civilian port and the increased threat of
piracy and terrorism in the maritime domain underscore the immediate need
for non-lethal capabilities. This research uses modeling and simulation to
explore the requirements, effectiveness and tactical use of non-lethal
capabilities in a maritime force protection mission.
The scenario emulates a tactical-level mission in which a U.S. Navy vessel returning to
Naval Station, Norfolk, VA, encounters a variety of maritime surface threats.
(Imagery obtained from www.maps.google.com)
Baseline Requirements: Establish requirements needed of non-lethal capabilities in order to
effectively determine intent and/or deter surface vessels.
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures: Incorporate new technologies into established Anti-
Terrorism/Force Protection tactics as well as explore alternate tactics, techniques and procedures.
Risk Assessment: Conduct quick port vulnerability and risk assessments. Assist decision makers in
Coarse of Action determination during Anti-terrorism/Force Protection planning.
Multi-Agent Simulation Provides 
Quick Analysis for Multiple Objectives.
Any real-world
imagery, map, or





Graduate School of Operational and
Information Science
Contact Information
LT Lisa R. Sickinger
lrsickin@nps.edu
Primary research question:
• What non-lethal capabilities are required for maritime force protection missions?
Supporting questions:
• Is Multi-Agent Simulation (MAS) an appropriate means to represent and analyze a ship’s ability to
determine intent and use a continuum of force?
• In what region of conditions are non-lethal capabilities tactically appropriate against high speed hostile
threats?
• What are the major differences in requirements given varying geographic constraints?
• What requirements are needed of non-lethal capabilities in order to effectively separate threats from




Development of a Low-Cost, Safe,
 Explosive-Ordnance Destruct Tool
Goal: to demonstrate means by which a nitromethane (NM)-shaped charge can be
employed for mitigating and neutralizing explosive threats, including improvised
explosive devices (IEDs).
This research uses a precision shaped charge containing an inexpensive, insensitive energetic liquid that must be
activated in situ, reducing the hazard of unintended use. The liquid form of the explosive also contributes to loading
cost and precision avoiding associated decrements of economy and inaccuracies that result from conventional casting
and pressing operations. Although the liquid has a relatively slow detonation velocity, the jet from this charge can
initiate explosive components encased in aluminum and steel containers. Alternative schemes are presently being
pursued to affect non-detonable reactions using low-density liners and detonation disrupters.
Professor Ronald E. Brown
rebrown@nps.edu
Professor Jose O. Sinibaldi
josiniba@nps.edu
Energetic Materials and Explosives Laboratory
Department of Physics
Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
• Over 80 tests have been performed demonstrating that NM, which is extremely difficult to initiate by ordinary blasting caps and
EBW detonators, can be reliably initiated after the injection of 0.1% of the organic sensitizer.
• The measured detonation velocity of the mixture is within 0.1% of published values.
• The performance of the charge over a wide standoff range has been determined.
• The capability of detonating Composition B and TNT has been demonstrated.
• Ongoing work is directed towards resolving engineering issues for quick field application. This work, funded by the Office of Naval
Research, has broad application in addition to military and homeland security operations in support of the neutralization of
explosive threats. Investigations are underway to exploit the micro-injection sensitization process applied for safe & arm
applications.
Develop a safe and effective, low cost, lightweight,





Present minimal threat from unintended use.
Computational simulations predict jet velocities of 5.30 km/s;
penetration velocities of 3.42 km/s; and potential penetration
of 177 mm into aluminum targets.
Experimental results agree with simulation predictions:
Penetration velocities of 3.5 km/s and maximum 184 mm








This innovative work capitalizes
on patented design techniques
for generating a distribution of
high energy particles within a jet
stream, novel approaches for
sensitizer injection and
innovative robotic techniques for
in-situ placement and operation.
Near-future work will focus on












Free Electron Laser Research
The NPS Directed Energy and Electric Weapons Center
studies free electron lasers and electromagnetic rail
guns, and their power and cooling support systems.
Primary Missions: Ship defense against missiles, small watercraft and aircraft, and theater
ballistic missiles; employs structural or soft kills
Free Electron Laser Weapon System:
o All-electric ships provide power for free-electron laser
o Integrated power systems support laser and electromagnetic gun, launch, and drive
o Megawatts of power, MegaJoules of energy destroys maneuvering target
o Laser weapon range is 5km to 8km at the speed of light
o Free electron laser produces powerful beams of TeraHertz radiation for materials











Directed Energy Center Activities
o Collaborations with NRL, LANL, BNL, LLNL,
Jefferson Lab, Stanford, U. of Maryland, U. of Texas
o Simulations support laser weapon development
o Stanford free electron laser may be coming to NPS
o Teaching/research supports PMS405, JTO, ONR
o Extensive student involvement:
o Conferences, workshops, industrial and lab tours
o Sixty Masters & 4 PhD students over 16 years
















Free Electron Lasers - Directed Energy
IIFF Purpose: To prevent shooter-on-shooter
fratricide during night ops with low-cost “smart” emitters.
Individual Identify









! Immediate warning when 
triggered
! Lightweight, low cost
! Emitter on flexible substrate
! Integrates seamlessly into 
existing SOPs
! No splashback of other incident 
IR light
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MEMS-Based Miniature Microphone
for Directional Sound Sensing
The objective of research is to develop a MEMS-based directional sound sensor that operates similar
to that of the Ormia ochracea fly’s ears. The fly’s ears that are separated merely by 500 µm but have
remarkable sensitivity to the direction of sound. The fly’s unique ear structure helps to magnify the
difference in amplitude, as well as phase, of the sound wave. The MEMS device uses two flapping
wings hinged at the center to mimic the fly’s system.
Professor Gamani Karunasiri
karunasiri@nps.edu
Professor Jose Sinibaldi sinibaldi@nps.edu
Department of Physics











The fly uses a unique ear 
structure using two rods 
hinged at the center. 
The incident sound wave 
makes the rods rods to 
oscillate with a linear 
combination of normal 
modes (rocking and 
bending).
The displacement of the wings due to typical sound pressure is on the scale of nanometers and
requires a highly sensitive position measurement. A diffractive interferometer using fixed and moving
gratings can provide sub-nanometer displacement sensitivity. By placing the gratings at the outer
edges of the membrane, a maximum displacement can be achieved. The measured displacement of
the wings and frequency response showing the bending and rocking frequencies are shown below.
Measured oscillation of the wings showing the bending
motion as a result of 1 Pa (100 dB) sound pressure at
the surface using a laser vibrometer.
 
Measured frequency response of the fabricated MEMS
sound sensor showing the rocking and bending
resonances.
A set of such sensors can be used for pinpointing explosions by monitoring the direction of sound
which can be deployed using micro air vehicles. In addition, a network of these sensors can be used
for unattended movement monitoring. Other applications of such sensors include use in low noise
hearing aids.
Designed sensor using MEMS





















U.S. Naval Railgun Program Objective









• Apply innovative approaches to technical problems
• Contribute significantly to naval railgun technology
• Educate U.S. military officers in EML technology
Deliverables
1. Test operational prospects for new barrel concepts
2. Projectile designs and materials for improved rail life
3. Railgun test facility with high-velocity projectile capability
(including larger energy source, 100-600 kJ)
4. 50-kA working pulse-forming inductive network
5. U.S. military officers educated about EML technology
Where we are
• New barrel designs proposed
• Some improved projectile designs proposed
• Army infantry railgun round designed
• 60-cm railgun test-bed operational (larger power
supply—two 100 kJ modules—being assembled)
• Various rail materials acquired
• 50-kA pulse-forming inductive network module tested
• Railgun class notes ready, course regularly taught
• Thirteen EML thesis students from 2003–now
The NPS railgun 
under testing
  60 cm railgun
Railgun test bed 
Helicopter Brownout
Physics Department




The payoff for this work will be to dramatically reduce the loss rate for men
and hardware, particularly in the SOCOM and CENTCOM AORs.
Deliverables:
We will be delivering an algorithm to one of the national data centers,
and to the operational intelligence centers.
Technical Objective: Define landing zones which will have reduced probability of
producing brownout.
Technological Challenge: Remotely sense soil and surface characteristics in denied
territory.
Technical Approaches:  Civil remote sensing systems and national technical means are







The initial work was unfunded, but showed significant promise.  Subsequently,
funding has been received from the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)
Merit Program, with support from SOCOM.
Helicopter Brownout is






The NPS Helicopter Brownout Project objective is to find ways to define landing
zones which will have reduced probability of producing brownout. The challenge is to
remotely sense soil and surface characteristics in denied territory. Both civilian
remote sensing systems and national technical means were and are being studied.
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Seaweb:
Enabling Undersea Distributed Networked Systems
Through-water digital com/nav networks
Scaleable, wide-area wireless grid
Fixed and mobile autonomous nodes
Composable architectural flexibility
Gateways to command centers
Persistent and pervasive
Low source level, wide band, high freq
TRANSEC attributes


















TTCP Unet (undersea networking)
ONR/SSCSD DADS (deployable,
autonomous, distributed sys)






OSD Coalition Warfare Program












Acoustic sensing of maritime targets
Underwater ranging and positioning
Modem design













• Joe Hansen, LT USN, 2002 June, MS Engineering
Acoustics, Link Budget Analysis for Undersea Acoustic
Signaling
• Peter Duke, LCdr Canada, 2002 September, MS EE,
Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Modulation for Utility
Packet Transmission in Underwater Acoustic
Communication Networks
• Grant Hartfield, LT USN, 2003 June, MS Information
Systems, Link-Layer and Network-Layer Performance of
an Undersea Acoustic Network at Fleet Battle Experiment
India
• George Pelekanos, LT Greece, 2003 June, MS Electrical
Engineering, Performance of Acoustic Spread-Spectrum
Signaling in Simulated Ocean Channels
• Guilherme Sineiro, LT Brazil, 2003 December, MS
Engineering Acoustics, Underwater Multimode Directional
Transducer Evaluation
• Jon Kalscheuer, ENS USN, 2004 June, MS Applied
Physics, A Selective Automatic Repeat Request Protocol
for Undersea Acoustic Links
• Matt Hahn, ENS USN, 2005 June, MS Engineering
Acoustics, Undersea Navigation via a Distributed Acoustic
Communications Network
• Spyros Dessalermos, LTJG Greece, MS EE / MS Applied
Physics, 2005 June, Undersea Acoustic Propagation
Channel Estimation
• Sean Ouimet, ENS USN, 2005 September, MS
Engineering Acoustics, Undersea Navigation of a Glider
UUV using an Acoustic Communications Network
• Chris Hurt, ENS USN, 2005 September, MS Engineering
Acoustics, Effect of Wind Noise on Undersea Acoustic
Performance and Design
• Hannah Kriewaldt, LT USN, 2006 March, MS Engineering
Acoustics, Communications Performance of an Undersea
Wide-Area Network
• Mike Reed, LT USN, 2006 June, MS EE, Use of an
Acoustic Network as an Underwater Positioning System
• Tony Foster, LCdr Canada, 2007 June, MS Engineering
Acoustics, Quantitative Analysis of Sonar Equation in
support of Undersea Acoustic Transmission Security
• Juan Torres, ENS USN, 2007 June, MS Applied Physics,
Undersea Propagation of Wideband Acoustic Signals
• Jason Wilson, LT USN, 2007 September, MS Engineering
Acoustics, Maritime Surveillance Sensing using Wideband
Acoustic Communication Modems
• Bjørn Kerstens, LT Netherlands, December 2007, MS
Engineering Acoustics, Design of an Undersea Acoustic
Local-Area Network
• Spyros Dessalermos, LTJG Greece, 2008, PhD, Adaptive
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Research in underwater acoustic vector fields and the
processing of acoustic vector sensor data includes:
Assoc. Prof. Kevin B. Smith
831-656-2107 (NPS), 401-832-7710 (NUWC)
kbsmith@nps.edu, smithkb@npt.nuwc.navy.mil
(Currently visiting professor at NUWC-Newport)
Department of Physics
Graduate School of Engineering
and Applied Sciences
!Unique features of the vector field for environmental inversions;
!Additional signal complexity in vector sensor data for source localization;
!Approaches to linear and adaptive array processing to improve detection and right/left ambiguity
discrimination;
!Super-directional, multiplicative processing of vector sensor data for high-resolution, directional
scans on single sensors;
!Use of vector sensor arrays for barrier defense, distributed sensor fields, AUV sensors, distant
target and/or torpedo detection.
Cardioid beam pattern (left) and 2nd order hippioid beam pattern (right) for incoming plane wave
incident along (!,") = (0,0).  Beam patterns are presented on a linear scale and have been
normalized to unity in the peak direction.  The axes represent the linear scale response of the






Comparison between standard, linear processing and
super-directional, non-linear processing of single
element data (cardioid vs. hippioid)
Acoustic Vector Field/Vector Sensor
Studies at NPS
o Collaborations with NUWC-Newport,
Universite libre de Bruxelles, and the
Netherlands Defence Academy




o Extensive resident and DL student
involvement:
• Students involved in papers and
presentations
• Conferences and workshop participation
• Five master’s and one PhD student in
past two years alone
, 
How To Measure Success?
“Success” is determined by one’s view of value. Value is the
use that is expected for a certain investment, and the





Department of Systems Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences
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Advanced Power System Critical Design Methods &
Technologies for Naval Combatants
Goal
! Develop simulation and design tools to provide integrated method s for 
exploring different electrical system / hull architecture tradeo ffs in order to 
find optimum ship designs for naval combatants
! Couples dynamic distributed plant assessment to ship synthesis a nd 
warfighting effectiveness models to allow designers to select electric 
plant architectures that make the ship perform best with conside ration of 
warfighter needs
! Combine analyses to develop synthesized ships with innovative el ectric 
plant architectures where overall warfighting capability can be measured 
in static and dynamic design simulation conditions
Identified Power System 
Design Metrics
Shipboard Power System Design Metrics
Power System Study Metric Units
Load Flow
Capability to Supply System Load % of base power
System Power Losses % of generated power
Fault Analysis
Worst Case Fault Clearing time seconds
Avg Fault Current Amperes p.u.
Stability Studies
(Contingency Analysis) Stability Index % of contigencies that cause instability
Motor Starting Studies
Voltage Dip Ratio minimum dip voltage/base voltage
Motor failure rate % failures at startup
Reliability Analysis
Reliablity Index major equipment failures per year
Harmonic Analysis
Harmonic current distortion total harmonic distortion (THD)








Clifford Whitcomb, Ph.D., CSEP
Associate Professor of Systems Engineering
cawhitco@nps.edu
Systems Engineering
Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Metamodel Background
• A metamodel is surrogate for using a synthesis 
model directly
– Design of Experiments (DOE) response surface 
equations (RSE) created from synthesis model outputs
• DOE
– Systematic method for examining the causal 
relationships between inputs and outputs of an analysis
• RSE






















Dynamic Response and Ship Impact
• General Structure:
• Main Focus: Pulsed Power Weapon Systems
– It is envisioned that the Pulsed Power Weapon System 
will have a >10% change on the ship displacement
• Notional Gun System
– Muzzle Energy ~ 60MJ
– Required Energy Storage ~ 140 -200 MJ
– Fire Rate: 6 -12 rounds per minute
– Other Associated Major Issues
• Thermal Management
• Power Converter Design
• Power System Management
Power System Load Modeling
• Notional Gun System
• Energy Storage Issue
– 200MJ Storage Using Modular Package of ~150kJ 
Capacitors
• Approximate Volume: 32,000 ft 3
• Approximate Weight: 1,200,000 lbs.
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Undersea Warfare Curriculum
The Undersea Warfare (USW) curriculum focuses on engineering fundamentals,
physical principles, operations research, and systems analysis that contributes to
USW (submarine, Antisubmarine, and mine warfare [ASW/MIW]) operational
employment.
The interdisciplinary program specializes in:
• Engineering acoustics (emphasizing underwater acoustics and weapons effects)
• Physical oceanography (emphasizing factors affecting acoustic surveillance and detection)
• Operations research (emphasis on tactical applications and decision analysis)
• Electrical engineering (emphasis on signal processing )
• Unmanned systems
• Modeling and simulation
• Applied science (majors in oceanography, operations research,
signal processing, and acoustics)
CDR Denise Kruse, Program Officer, (831) 656-2044, dmkruse@nps.edu
Dr. Don Brutzman, Chairman, Undersea Warfare Academic Committee
(831) 656-2149, brutzman@nps.edu
Dr. Daphne Kapolka, Academic Associate, Undersea Warfare Curriculum
(831) 656-1825, dkapolka@nps.edu
RADM Raymond G Jones, USN (Ret), Chair, Undersea Warfare;
Director, Undersea Warfare Research Center, (831) 656-2488, rgjones@nps.edu
RDML Richard D. Williams III, USN (Ret) Chair Professor of Mine Warfare,
Deputy Director, Undersea Warfare Research Center, (831) 656-7702, rdwillia@nps.edu




Master’s degrees in the USW program requires eight quarters (two
years) of coursework, including thesis research with direct
application to current problems of interest to the Navy and
Department of Defense.





• Electrical engineering (signal processing)











• Operational oceanography • Shallow water signal processing
• Marine mammal bio acoustics   • Acoustic mine detection
• Underwater detection and surveillance  • Antisubmarine warfare research
• Low-frequency array modeling    • Submarine warfare research
• Tactical decision making under uncertainty • Autonomous ocean robotics, vehicles,
• Digital signal processing   unmanned systems











Patricia H. Carter, Ph.D.
Computational Mathematics and Statistics Branch (Q21)
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division
Graphic of found motif here
A time series motif is an approximately repeated segment in a time series.   The
discovery of previously unknown motifs in a noisy time series can be improved by
local-noise reduction and random local projections.
Goal: find (i, j) so that
































Two methods of approximating ),(
ji
SSdist
1. Wavelet Transform (Haar) and threshold finer scales:











This reduces noise and enables a multi-scale approach.
If the transform is done on T then computation cost can be reduced.
This reduces computation but is sensitive to the correlation length.
           Noise and Computation Cost Reduction
Recurrence Charts: (i,j) with d(i,j) small, i<j+3 
128 Points 256 Points
Motif Detection of Two Different Motifs   
Synthetic Time Series with Planted Motifs
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Graph Theoretic Approaches to
Network Analysis
Advanced Science and Technology Division
Electromagnetic & Sensor Systems Department

























































Multiple Matrices One Tensor
John Rigsby    18444
Frontage Rd. Suite
2281  Dahlgren VA
22448
Network analysis is a broad field covering social networks, terrorist networks, computer networks, etc.; it
covers anything dealing with the analysis of nodes and links.  Graph theory is the study and analysis of
vertices and edges. This research deals with the advancement in network analysis through the use of
graph theory. Areas of concentration will include singular value decomposition, co-clustering, network
evolution, and multi-mode network correlation.
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Sensor Development for




Electromagnetic & Sensor Systems Department NSWCDD,
Dahlgren, VA
Small UAV carrying radar and
EO sensor suite:
• Extend sensor horizon
• Bring sensor package to the
   threat
• Support early threat detection,
   raid count and ID
     RF Hardware
DDS  ADC / DSP
Radar A-Scope
Prototype FMCW Radar Data Collection:








• Low-light B/W digital
   camera
• Resolution: 768 x 494
    pixels
• 8 deg HFOV
C Band FMCW Radar System
Parameters:
• 5.790 - 5.810 GHz operating frequency
• 1 W transmit power
• (10–20) MHz/ms Sweep Rate
• 1-10 ms sweep time
• 25’ range resolution
• 18 km range vs 10 m2 RCS target
Radar Detection of Target Triggers Camera
FMCW Radar PPI
Detection, tracking, identification,
and engagement of threats, stresses
existing shipboard sensor/weapon
assets
Asymmetric threat to USN
combatants has emerged on a
worldwide basis:
• Strait of Hormuz
• Red Sea and Gulf of Aden
• Gulf of Suez and Red Sea
• Taiwan Strait
FMCW Radar/EO Sensor Package:
Project Description:
Part of an ONR independent applied research (IAR) program, this project intends to develop a low cost
RADAR/EO sensor package for small unmanned, aerial vehicles (UAV), aimed at defeating the asymmetric
threat to USN combatants by providing early threat detection.
RF UP & Down
Converter
Antenna Array
• Test modified RF hardware design
• Determine exact FPGA/DSP processing needs for
    transitioning to a stand alone, smaller form factor, real-
    time signal processor
• Use antenna array to improve azimuth resolution and
















radar sensor / video




Part of an ONR Independent Applied Research (IAR) program, this project aims to integrate and/or
fuse measurements from heterogeneous sensors on various unmanned vehicles, and provide an




sonar for use on
unmanned undersea
vehicles to determine




coupled with a GPS
antenna and an inertial
measurement unit (IMU)
for capturing geo-





























• Developed and demonstrated geo-image processing and an external, open-format interface to joint
assets in September 2006
• Developed interface for radar discussed above to sensor data integration software
• Acquired software to provide an interface to a COP application widely used throughout DoD
• Collaborated with human factors expert for methods to avoid operator overload on COP
Final goals for FY07:
• Demonstrate display / fusion of understandable and actionable situational awareness information on
COP application using real radar data and real geo-imaging data




Dr. Christopher J. Boswell
NSWC, Indian Head Division










•To study the properties of
the strong ionizing shock






•To determine the effects
electric and magnetic
fields have on the
generation and control of
these shock waves and
the plasma.
•Explosively generate










• The ionizing shock wave
generated and the non-
ideal plasma formed are
another phase change
where energy can be
stored until released on
a target













•Na D-lines (589 nm & 589.6
nm) significantly broadened
(up to 4.5nm)
•If entire broadening due to
Stark broadening1, ne
~1.3x1025 m-3 @ T=3000 K
and !"FWHM=4.5 nm
•Magnetic probe data shows
electrons traveling ahead of
ions




































































































•C. J. Boswell, J. H. Whitley, and G. Pangilinan,
“Structure of an Ionizing Shock Wave in a
Guide Tube,” American Physical Society's
Annual Division of Plasma Physics Meeting,
Philadelphia, PA, Oct. 30-Nov. 3, 2006.
•Presentation at Energetic Materials Intelligence
Seminar, May 8-10, 2007.
•Presentation at 15th APS Topical Conference
on Shock Compression of Condensed Matter,
June 24-29, 2007.
•As a new start no transitions have yet occurred
•Planned transitions include:
–Enhanced target damage due to release of
energy stored in phase change (gas ->
plasma)
•Current collaborations included modelling
development by Los Alamos National
Laboratory
• Apply external magnetic fields to focus,
increase density, and confinement of charged
particles
• Apply axial electric field to separate electrons
and ions for the purpose of generating an
electron or ion rich plasma
• Apply radial electric field to focus (defocus)
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Progress (Detonation)
Progress (Laser Ablation - Absorption)
Concentration Measurements of
the Decomposition Products of
Energetic Materials
Joel R. Carney, John Wilkinson, and James
M. Lightstone
NSWC, Indian Head Division







Plans for the Future
• The post-detonation energy release of fuel-
rich explosives is critical to explosive
performance on specialized targets
• Fuels like aluminum are commonly formulated
with energetic materials due to their high
energy content
• Relatively little is known about the energy
release rates of slow burning fuels with
detonable energetic materials
• Develop spectroscopic techniques to measure
species concentrations in an expanding
detonation front to help optimize mixing and
energy release
•Difficulties include single-shot
experiments, optical thickness, and





• Time, space, and
wavelength (species
sensitivity)
• Emission – light
emitted by hot, excited
state ablation products
• Absorption – light
absorbed by ground
state ablation products























PETN PETN + Al (0.05g)
• “Time-Resolved Spectroscopic
Measurements of Aluminum Oxidation
in a Laser Ablation Event,” to be
presented at APS Shock Compression
of Condensed Matter Conference, HI,
2007
• Gordon Research Conference on
Energetic Materials, 2006 (Poster)
• ACS National Meeting, Chemistry in
Extreme Environments, San Francisco,
CA, 2006 (Talk)
• Patent application approval, 2006,










Progress (Laser Ablation – Emission)
• Light emission monitored at high (0.06nm) and low
(0.60 nm) spectral resolution
• Providing in situ data for the
development of chemically-specific
models to accurately predict explosive
performance
• DTRA Advance Energetics Research
































































































Al + O2 " AlO + O " AlnOm " Al2O3
Aluminum Oxidation
• PETN + Al pressed explosive charges
• 1-Dimension expansion / absorption
(cuvet / tube)
• Broadband coherent anti-stokes Raman
spectroscopy (CARS)
• Technique common to combustion
science











































• Shocked Argon emission
passed through
expanding front
• AlO absorption signal
observed











































































































Al I (396.4 nm)
Ablation Event (T=0)
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Accelerated Aging of R-45M HTPB Polymer Binder
Determining the Influence of Age Induced Changes in R-45M 
HTPB Prepolymer Molecular Structure on the Mechanical 
Response of the R-45M Binder System
Dr. Kerry A. Clark
NSWC, Indian Head Division
Phone: 301-744-4102 / Email: kerry.a.clark@navy.mil
Navy Need
Navy Need
The hydroxy-terminated prepolymer (HTPB), R-45M, occupies 
an almost unique position as the binder of choice for most 
modern composite propellants. As the prepolymer ages, 
changes can occur in molecular weight, molecular weight 
distribution, functionality as well as acid and hydroxyl content
that may lead to large variations in propellant batch-to-batch 
reproducibility and changes in propellant aging behavior. These 
differences affect propellant processing, pot life, cure behavior, 
mechanical properties and ageing characteristics.  
Objective
Objective
The objective of this research is to determine the 
chemical and physical changes that occur in the 
R-45M hydroxyl-terminated, polybutadiene
prepolymer as it ages and the resulting effects 






Even though much has been learned about the chemistry of 
the R-45M binder system, propellant manufacture has retained 
a “black art” element which results partly from an incomplete 
knowledge of the chemistry and molecular microstructure of the 
polymer.  Currently several facilities, including ATK-Elkton, 
Aerojet-Camden and NSWCIH, experience mix, cure, cast or 
aging problems using this binder system.  These problems 
include poor propellant mechanical properties, poor pot life, 
slow cure times and poor aging behavior.  This program 
focuses on these chemical and physical changes of the 
prepolymer and the resulting effects on binder mechanical 
properties as it ages.
Current Investigations
Current Investigations
Thirty-five pounds of R-45M lot 3218M have been delivered to 
NSWC-IHDIV.  This lot of R-45M was manufactured by Sartomer
in 2005.  Chemical characterization testing of zero-time material 
has started and oven aging has begun.  Half of the R-45M 
material is being aged without any added antioxidant to the 
butadiene polymer.  One percent by weight antioxidant AO2246 
was added to the other half.  The R-45M was placed in one pint 
Mason jars, sealed with limited headspace and placed in the 
ovens at 50, 60 and 70°C.  Periodic withdrawals of the material 
with and without antioxidant are being studied at 3, 6, 9 and 12
months.  Chemical characteristics are being evaluated as 
described for the initial and zero time testing.  After 12 months, 
mechanical properties testing as well as chemical characterization 
will be conducted and the results analyzed as described above. 
Collaborative Efforts
Collaborative Efforts
A sample of R-45M was sent to Dr. Richard Shoemaker 
(Professor of Chemistry, University of Colorado at Boulder) for a 
quantitative analysis of the polybutadiene microstructure using 1D 
and 2D NMR spectroscopy at 800 MHz.  Data obtained at this 
frequency resulted in better resolution than had previously been
reported for NMR spectra of R-45M and allowed the determination 
of the relative amounts of cis, trans, and vinyl microstructure to be 
made solely from the proton NMR spectrum.  
Collaborative work with ATK Thiokol enabled a joint analysis of 
the auto-oxidation process of R-45M, NCO depletion / Urethane 
formation plots and concurrence of analytical results from the 
testing of an R-45M lot produced by Sartomer in 1985.
Collaborative Research Data
Collaborative Research Data
Lot 504125 NCO Depletion as Measured by ATR IR at 125°F
y=(.145292)*exp(-x*(.012973))+(.008391)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800




































Un-aged R-45M material was analytically tested to obtain baseline 
properties that could relate the mechanical properties of the cured 
binder to the chemical and microstructural properties of the 
prepolymer.  Prepolymer investigations included: functionality,  
functionality type and distribution, relative reactivity of the 
functionality types, molecular weight and molecular weight 
distribution, glass transition temperature, viscosity, Cis, Trans and 
Vinyl content,  gel time, acid content, moisture content and 
hydroxyl equivalent weight. Gum stock investigations consisted of 
determining: crosslink density, sol-gel content, molecular weight 
between crosslinks, Mooney-Rivlin constants, WLF constants and 
the monomeric friction coefficient to determine network topology.
Technical Background
Technical Background
The hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene product designated R-45M 
has been used by the energetics community as a binder in rocket 
propellant formulations since the 1970's.  Its advantages include: 
simple isocyanate cure, low glass transition temperature and the 
ability to accept high solids loadings.  Historically, the material was 
manufactured as a mixed diol/triol/polyol product with a number 
average molecular wt. of approximately 2800 and functionality in
the 2.3-2.8 range.  Propellants with good mechanical properties 
were typically achieved using NCO/OH cure ratios between 0.75 
and 0.85.  Changes in the product (either from a change in the 
manufacturing process or from the material getting “old”) have 
historically resulted in mixing, casting, curing or aging problems 
for the propellant community. 
Principle Investigators:
Dr. Kerry A. Clark, NSWC-IHDIV
Dr. Bill Bryant, NSCW-IHDIV
Mr. Robert Rast, NSWC-IHDIV
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NSWC, Indian Head Division




(Sandia National Laboratories – CA)
Navy Need
Reaction Scheme for GUzT Derived by Identifying 
  Products and Examining Their Evolution
Transitions
Plans for the Future
Reaction Scheme for TAGzT Derived 
by Identifying   Products and Examining 
Their Evolution
Four Primary Reaction Pathways 
Describe the 































• Development of improved propellants
and explosives that address
performance, sensitivity and aging
characteristics
• Advanced gun and rocket propellant
formulations
• Burning rate modifiers
• Advanced thermobaric explosive
formulations
• Enhanced energy release due to high !Hf
• Predictive tools for synthesis chemists
and propellant formulators
• Reduction or elimination of time






•Rates of formation of
products








Ion Signal from TAGzT Products










































































































































Richard Behrens, Deneille Wiese-Smith




•Burning rate modifiers for use in gun and
rocket propellants




•Alternatives to nitramines in insensitive
munitions
•Programs that can benefit:




•Incorporate results of research into
existing flame structure models
•Transition of technology in preliminary
stages
DOE Perspective
•Predictive tools for synthesis chemists
•Transition of DOE work/technology to DoD
•Identify the underlying physical and
chemical processes that control the
thermal decomposition of  high-
nitrogen energetic compounds.
•Formulate mathematical











Objective: Understand the underlying physical and
chemical processes that control the decomposition



















• Decomposition of TAGzT to form
gaseous TAG and Azotetrazolate
(AT)
• Gas-phase TAG forms N2H4, HCN,
NH3 and N2
• Decomposition of molecule formed
from azotetrazolate core
• Decomposition of Non-Volatile
“Polymeric-like” Product (NVPP)
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• Development of improved propellants
and explosives that address
performance, sensitivity and aging
characteristics
• Advanced gun and rocket propellant
formulations
• Burning rate modifiers
• Advanced thermobaric explosive
formulations
• Enhanced energy release due to high !Hf
• Predictive tools for synthesis chemists
and propellant formulators
• Reduction or elimination of time
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Richard Behrens, Deneille Wiese-Smith




•Burning rate modifiers for use in gun and
rocket propellants




•Alternatives to nitramines in insensitive
munitions
•Programs that can benefit:




•Incorporate results of research into
existing flame structure models
•Transition of technology in preliminary
stages
DOE Perspective
•Predictive tools for synthesis chemists
•Transition of DOE work/technology to DoD
•Identify the underlying physical and
chemical processes that control the
thermal decomposition of  high-
nitrogen energetic compounds.
•Formulate mathematical











Objective: Understand the underlying physical and
chemical processes that control the decomposition



















• Decomposition of TAGzT to form
gaseous TAG and Azotetrazolate
(AT)
• Gas-phase TAG forms N2H4, HCN,
NH3 and N2
• Decomposition of molecule formed
from azotetrazolate core
• Decomposition of Non-Volatile
“Polymeric-like” Product (NVPP)
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Novel Syntheses of High
Energy, High Density
Oxidizers
Dr. Joseph D. Mannion












Mannion, J. D. & Stern, A. G., “High Energy and
High Density Oxidizers”, Energetic Materials
Intelligence Symposium, MITRE Conf. Center, 
McLean, VA, 1 May 2006.
Gotzmer, C.; Tse, F. C.; Mannion, J. D.;  Stern, A.
G., “Thermo-Chemical Predictions Using the
C2N8O4 Oxidizer Concept In Solid Propellant
Rocket Motors and PBXs”, Energetic Materials 
Intelligence Symposium, MITRE Conf. Center,
McLean, VA, 1 May 2006.
• air and surface explosives
• armor penetration using explosively
formed projectiles and shaped charge
jets
• fragmenting warheads
• undersea high shock explosives
• minimal smoke tactical rocket
propellants
Specific ordnance applications for
formulations containing these  high
oxygen balance ingredients, potentially


























































1) High Enthalpy of Rxn  !   high oxygen balance
          (CO balanced,
depends on R) 
    
2) Kinetic Stability    !   N-N lone pair
electron repulsion minimized
          N-N bond order of
1.5
          aromatic stabilization
3) High Density    !   planar
          "  stacking
          dipole overlap
4) Gaseous Products    !   pV work
Comparative Calculated Performance























Hypothesis: What If Traditional Energetic
Chemistry Is Dead?
Two basic approaches for the next
generation energetics:
   1) Macromolecular-based design
(composites, nano-materials, etc.)
   2) Molecular-based design – new functional
groups are required
Synthesize energetic tetrazine dioxides
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Energetics and Binders using T-
Jump/FTIR Spectroscopy
Dr. Chad Stoltz and Dr. Suhithi Peiris
NSWC, Indian Head Division










Overall plan: To evaluate and understand the kinetics and
reaction mechanisms of energetic and binder materials
during combustion
• Investigate the combustion of new energetic ingredients,
energetic binders and non-energetic binders
• Provide guidance to formulators regarding new materials
• Learn the effect of curatives on the thermal decomposition
of binders
Focus area: PGN (poly-glycidyl-nitrate) prepolymers (Elkton
and ATK)
• PGN is the most energetic nitrate ester prepolymers for
potential use today
• It has a high density and a high oxygen balance
• Aliphatic isocyanate cured PGN is unstable. Curatives:
Desmodur N-100, PAPI 27, and PAPI 94
• End-modified by scientists at DERA, ATK-Thiokol to try to
stabilize the cured product:
T-Jump/FTIR (“time resolved”):
• Quartz boat with 500 – 1000 µg sample is loaded into
the Pt heating coil
Instrument ProbeHeating Coil
sample boat
• Samples are rapidly (20oC/ms) pyrolyzed (Tf 250 –
500oC) under argon (5 mL/min flow) with simultaneously
triggered FTIR
• Time resolved, FTIR spectra obtained in Rapid Scan
mode at 4 cm-1 resolution, with 1 scan per spectrum
(MCT/A detector)
• Kinetic rates and activation energies calculated from
quantified gas concentrations





The energetic and binder materials will be used in:
• Underwater explosives




• Global War on Terror - New energetics to use in special
situations like BLU-118
• Sea Strike = Project Precise and Persistent Offensive
Power by developing systems that increase combat reach
(new propellants), provide superior stealth (products with no
IR signature), and give enhanced lethality (increased
energy)
• Sea Shield = Project Global Defensive Assurance by






























































Gas Phase FTIR of PGN Decomposition Products
Concentration vs. Time plots at each Tf show apparent zero order kinetics
for CO2  and CH2O formation (PGN decomposition).  Changes in k are
observed as a function of Tf in addition to delays in the time required for








































All rate constants (k) x 105
For both
unmodified and
e n d - c a p p e d
materials, this
l i n e a r
relationship is
o b s e r v e d
between   Tf =
325 – 450 oC
for CO2 and




 Concentration vs. Time for End-Capped PGN at Various T
f
























 = 32 kcal/mole






















Slope = -Ea/R = -8890
E
a
 = 18 kcal/mole
• Due to low Ea values from CO2 data, PGN decomposition was also
analyzed in terms of CH2O formation - CH2O is expected early in the
decomposition process and NO2/N2O are difficult to discern.
• Faster rates and much higher Ea for PGN decomposition are observed
for CH2O formation compared to CO2 formation.
Ea from  Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)    (kcal/mole)  (Dan
Sorenson, IHDIV-NSWC)
Elkton/Unmodified PGN:  34.7                ATK/end-capped PGN:  33.5
Agrees very well with CH2O T-Jump/FTIR kinetic analysis!
Progress, cont.
PGN heated & “quenched” in condensed phase
before major gas evolution











































This research provides data and understanding
that will result in:
•  judicious ingredient selection for future
formulations
•  assisting in increasing stored energy
•  allowing an understanding of methods to control
energy release
•  providing guidance for using aged ordnance
Presentations:
• Univ. of Maryland, CECD Day
• Gordon Research Conference on Energetic Materials
• 13th International Detonation Symposium
• JANNAF 41st CS / 29th APS / 23rd PSHS Joint
Meeting
Publications:
• Proceedings of the 13th International Detonation
Symposium (peer-reviewed)
• Proceedings of the JANNAF 41st CS / 29th APS /
23rd PSHS Joint Meeting
• Stoltz, C. and Peiris, S.  “T-Jump/FTIR Studies of
Poly-Glycidyl Nitrate Decomposition”, 2007, in
preparation.
• PGN global decomposition kinetics appear to be zero
order relative to CO2, CH2O
• Low Ea(CO2) values suggest multi-step process, value,
CH2O data agrees with DSC
• Calculated Ea‘s relative to CO2 suggest that end-capped
PGN decomposition requires slightly less activation energy
• Delay in decomposition start suggested condensed phase
reactions – verified by microscope images and condensed
phase FTIR analysis
• We observe –C=O and –N=O or –NO2 polymer
functionality before major gas evolution in addition to CH2O,
NO, CO, NO2, HONO, N2O, CO2 and H2O gas formation
from both prepolymers in agreement with a decomposition
mechanism suggested by Ling and Wight (1997)
• Studies of isocyanate-cured PGN samples are in progress
• Currently preparing a journal article on uncured PGN
pre-polymer decomposition for publication in peer-
reviewed journal
• Compare decomposition kinetics dependence on
- Curatives and catalysts
- Pressure and atmosphere – argon vs. air
• Present at APS SCCM Conference - June 2007
• Ongoing collaboration with Sandia aids understanding
of decomposition process and reaction mechanism using
STMBMS and FTICR
Acknowledgements
• Office of Naval Research In-house Laboratory
Independent Research (ILIR) Program – funding
• Dan Sorenson (Indian Head Division, NSWC) – DSC
analysis
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Plans for the Future
Progress
Progress
•Our objective is to evaluate the
performance,  stability, and




1:13, molar; 33% active Al).
•Understand formulation
development of C14/nanoAl.
Incorporation of C14/nanoAl in
formulations can yield:
•Enhanced performance of explosive
formulations
•Enhanced propellant burn rate
Enhanced explosive performance will
aid the Global War on Terror
• R. J. Jouet, A. D. Warren, D. M.
Rosenberg, and V. J. Bellitto, “Surface
Passivation Of Bare Aluminum
Nanoparticles Using Perfluoroalkyl
Carboxylic Acids,” Proceedings of the
Materials Research Society Meeting,
Boston, MA, 2004.
• R. J. Jouet,, J. R. Carney, R. H.
Granholm, H. W. Sandusky, and A. D.
Warren, “Preparation And Reactivity
Analysis Of Novel Perfluoroalkyl-
Coated Aluminum Nanocomposites,”
Mater. Sci & Technology, in press.
• Jouet, R. J.; Carney, J.R.; Granholm, R.
H.; Sandusky, H. W.; Warren, A. D.
“Preparation and Shock Reactivity
Analysis of Novel Perfluoroalkyl-Coated
Aluminum Nanocomposites.”
Proceedings of the 14th APS Topical
Conference on Shock Compression nof
Condensed Matter, July 2006,
Baltimore, Md, Invited.
• Lawrence, G. W., Thomas, P.,
Woodland, T., Comparison of Moby
Dick Testing and Quarry Scale Testing
of Underwater Explosives, IHTR 2662,
2004.
Moby-Dick Test
• An underwater explosives test
• Requires small (2-g) samples
• Determines energy in late-time
reactions
•Propellant formulations will be




in dent depth and volume
Formulations
Plastic Bonded Explosives (PBXs) have
been formulated with C14/nanoAl
• A series of ADW-I formulations
show the role of C14/nanoAl in the
presence of an oxidizer
• A series of ADW-II formulations
show how C14/nanoAl reacts with
no oxidizer present
Sensitivity
• C14/nanoAl has safety properties
identical to conventional micron-sized Al
• C14/nanoAl is less sensitive to ESD
than oxygen-passivated nano Al (ALEX)
• A PBX formulation containing
C14/nanoAl is slightly more sensitive
than conventional PBX
• Replace some or all of the conventional µ
m-sized Al with C14/nanoAl using
traditional explosive formulations as
starting points
– PBX with oxidizer
– PBX without oxidizer
• Evaluation of the performance of the
experimental formulations
– Small-Scale Shock Reactivity Test
(SSRT)
– Quasistatic pressure measurement
(SSBT)
• Moby-Dick tests
– Evaluate the contribution of
C14/nanoAl in the late-time reaction
• Propellant
– Burn rate
• Dent volume of
100 nanoAl is
twice as large as
baseline sample





• Quasi-static pressure is lower for C14/n anoAl samples
• Pressure rise time is not affected (1/2 ms rise time for all samples)
Small-Scale Shock Reactivity and




• Easily prepared by
the decomposition
of an alane complex
in solution1































Preparation of perfluoro -coated nanoAl
Preparation of C14/nanoAl
• 18 g batch made using fresh
alane precursor
• Characterized by IR, TGA, Solid
State MAS 27Al NMR
*Granholm and Sandusky, “Small-Scale Shock









Objective: To establish peak assignments of explosives in the terahertz (THz) regime by
comparing solid-state quantum-chemistry calculations to measured spectra. The THz region
(1 THz ~ 300 microns) is a promising spectral window for applications in remote, material-
specific identification of energetics.
Remote Detection and Identification
of Improvised, Explosive Device (IED)-Related
Compounds Using Terahertz Spectroscopy
http://ursula.chem.yale.edu/%7Ecas/
Optical Rectification:
transform-limited fs pulse (!!! " #1 )









Naval Need: As a novel method for remote, material-specific
identification of energetic materials, THz spectroscopy contributes to
the global war on terrorism through C-IED detection. Applications at
security checkpoints and airport screening are also envisioned.
Approach: The measurement technique we are using is terahertz-time
domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), in which remote detection is possible
and many explosives display characteristic peaks. To complement the
experiments, we are performing solid-state quantum-chemistry
calculations to establish peak assignments for the explosives.
IHDIV provides an ideal test bed for performing IED research, as
common and exotic explosives are available. IHDIV also has small-
scale explosives facilities for safe handling of explosives
Progress: Experimental Spectra
THz measurements of neat IED-related explosive ingredients (liquid
explosive, peroxide spectra also available):




THz meas. of IED formulations:
•Comp-B, Semtex,
TNT (domestic and foreign)
Progress: Theory (DFT)
Theoretically predicted spectra can be calculated by
advanced density functional theory methods.
PETN (110) face: initial peak near 70 cm-1 is due to lattice optical phonons. Such features only appear in
solid explosives, and are very challenging to calculate theoretically with high accuracy.Solid state
calculations of the spectra using a density functional perturbation theory technique allow for comprehensive
characterization of modes and accurate predictions of uncharacterized materials.
Future Work:
1.Continue experimental THz spectroscopy and DFT computational
study:
 • THz-TDS measurements of neat IED related compounds: TNT, RDX, PETN, and binders.
 • Establish peak assignments by comparing measured spectra to solid-state quantum 
chemistry calculation.
2. Separate the influence of domains, defects, and voids by purposely
introducing them in pristine explosives.
3. Establish peak assignments in common IED fills: Comp-B, TNT,
Semtex, and peroxides.
Frequency (THz)
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
A
bsorbance (offset for clarity)
Wavenumber (cm-1)







THz fingerprints of IED ingredients
Collaborations/Transitions
ONR C-IED program: THz spectroscopy of munitions
RPI (Prof X.-C. Zhang) Library for portable THz Spectrometer
Pubs and Presentations, FY07
John Wilkinson, Timothy Goetz, and James Thomasson, "Explosives
Detection Efforts for Homeland and Force Protection", Leading Edge
Magazine, 4/07
Joe Hooper and John Wilkinson, “Density Functional Perturbation
Theory Study of Terahertz Spectroscopy of PETN”, in preparation: J.
Ph. Chem. A
John Wilkinson, “Fundamental investigations of explosives using
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS),” oral presentation to
NIEDDT-IPT, 2/07, Dahlgren, VA.
John Wilkinson 
Joseph P. Hooper
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Develop a methodology for
performing service life predictions
with a non-linear version of the  Navy
patented AGEMOD cumulative
damage  analysis software.   In
addition, modify AGEMOD to directly
accept data from stress sensors
embedded in solid rocket motors.
This will enable evaluation of service
life on an individual motor basis.
Approach
Develop an algorithm to reduce
the volume of data by capturing
the damage controlling events in
the history. Modify current linear
AGEMOD to accept direct input
of stress data. Develop transfer




populate the model, and with
data from an instrumented
motor verify the non-linear
model in AGEMOD.
Current Linear Damage Model
Inputs for this model are






Plans for the Future
“Next Generation” health
monitoring -No longer limited to
consideration of only a generic
service history.
•Motor by motor reliability
assessment.
•Retire individual units only when
they fall below a reliability
threshold - more efficient (less
costly) than current generic shelf
life limits
Progress
Candidate motors with embedded
stress sensors and data available
are being evaluated.
Transfer Algorithm from Sensor to 
Peak Stress Region 
Background
Historically, a generic temperature
profile has been used to calculate
the stress induced in a motor.  The
cumulative damage is calculated
from the stress profile. The damage
is used to assess the probability of
failure. Groups of motors are retired
based on this predictive
methodology.













Electromagnetic Energy Harvesting Using
Vibrational Energy
Project description: Fabricate and characterize a novel method for the extraction of vibrational energy from
the environment using a patent-pending electromagnetic-transduction mechanism.
Richard Waters, Ph.D., SSC-SD, Code 2876, 619-553-6404, richard.waters@navy.mil
Resonant Frequency = 20 Hz, Acceleration = 1m/s
2
, ZETA_M = 0.01, 




















































































































































































Mechanical Resonance:  fr = 20 Hz
Density = 7.5 g/cm3





















































Resonant frequency 28.5 Hz
Measured at 30 Hz
38.5 mW/cc/g
Macroscale
Ching, Wong, Li, Leong and Wen
Chinese University of Hong Kong




Hill, Beeby, James, Brown and
Ross
University of Southampton





















































































































































13500Vibration Table @ 30Hz, 
0.035g (peak power)
18 – 47Walking











1000.2SECOND STORY FLOOR OF A 
WOOD FRAME OFFICE BUILDING
1090.5WASHING MACHINE
750.6NOTEBOOK COMPUTER WHILE 
CD IS BEING READ
1000.7EXTERNAL WINDOWS (2 FT. X 3 
FT) NEXT TO A BUSY STREET
1211.03BREADMAKER
3851.3WOODEN DECK WITH FOOT 
TRAFFIC
600.2 – 1.5HVAC VENTS IN OFFICE BUILDING
1212.25SMALL MICROWAVE OVEN




7010BASE OF 3-AXIS MACHINE TOOL
FREQUENCY (Hz)PEAK ACCELERATION (m/s2)VIBRATION SOURCE




































































































Measured Magnetic Power, B=1
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   The objective of this program is to assemble an experimentally validated waveguide model
and to describe the transmission of polarized radiation in single mode optical fibers.
 Fiber Optic Network Military Application Concerns
   Need for understanding waveguide propagation at discontinuities and faulty junctions,
using physics-based software system design, to enhance trouble shooting tools for airborne
optical fiber communication systems
Theory
Dr. Juock Namkung
Naval Air Systems Command
Code 4.5.3.3, Tel:301–342–9101
juock.namkung@navy.mil
Collaborator: Dr. Mike Hoke (AFRL)
From 
Fundamental mode 
        LP01 mode
To
1st order  mode: 
        LP11 mode
         = Combination of     
HE21,TE01,TM01 
modes
Polarization And Mode Changes Depending On






        Program Status
• Simulation of wave propagation
    ! More adequate computational
tools are needed to solve these
problems by simulation.
• An experimental setup has been
designed to study propagation
depending on misalignments at
junctions in single mode fiber.
    ! Need further study
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TTT = Distributed Tracking
Theoretically, RTT is better than TTT: With unlimited processing, unlimited memory, and unlimited
bandwidth, RTT must be better than TTT because we can always, at a minimum, reconstruct the TTT
system at the central node.
But, is RTT always better than TTT even when we have limited resources, i.e., in the “real-world?”
! What happens when resources are not unlimited?
! Are there factors that would cause TTT to be better than RTT? If so, what they?
Experimental
Design
• Parameterized sensor model
• Prob(detect)
• False alarm rate (FAR)
• Update rate (scan rate)
• Measurement accuracy (error)
• Medium-low fidelity 3D aero model
• Min/max speeds
• Climb/dive/turn rates
• Path specified as two or more waypoints
• Each waypoint specifies either TOA or SOA
• RTT tracker (w/ various filter & assoc methods)
















• Expect RTT to dominate in ideal conditions
• RTT may suffer more quickly than TTT in certain, less than ideal, situations
" Therefore, there may be situations where TTT is better
• Expect to provide “quantitative” statements of when one method will be superior
Tracking quality also depends on the relative methods used in RTT and TTT
- Need to ensure methods are matched as well as possible
- Even when methods are matched, usually multiple ways to implement them, e.g., For TTT, could filter
RTT track state or measurements that the RTT used
• RTT appears to ALWAYS be at least as good as TTT, and usually much better.
• TTT heavily dependent on the performance of upstream RTTs
! Very difficult to fix mistakes of upstream trackers
! Poor RTT tracks leads to poor TTT tracks
• RTT requires more (centralized) resources







Sensor prob(detect) and false-alarm rate (FAR)
Bandwidth




So, relative performance of TTT to RTT should
depend on the relative differences among the
sensors/sources.
Expectation
Preliminary
Results
Preliminary
Findings
